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September 23, 2019 
 
Dear Parents and Guardians of Knox Gifted Academy Students, 
 
In response to recent opinions, beliefs and concerns that have been expressed by some of our KGA parents, we would 
like to reassure the Knox community that the American Cancer Society states, at this time, that there is little evidence to 
support the idea that cell towers cause cancer. Public exposure to radio waves from cell phone tower antennas is slight 
for several reasons. The power levels are relatively low, the antennas are mounted high above ground level, and the 
signals are transmitted intermittently, rather than constantly.   
 
Below is an excerpt from the American Cancer Society publication, Cellular Phone Towers, updated November 5, 2018. 
https://www.cancer.org/cancer/cancer-causes/radiation-exposure/cellular-phone-towers.html 
 
"Do cellular phone towers cause cancer? 
 
Some people have expressed concern that living, working, or going to school near a cell phone tower might increase the 
risk of cancer or other health problems. At this time, there is very little evidence to support this idea. In theory, there are 
some important points that would argue against cellular phone towers being able to cause cancer. 
 
First, the energy level of radiofrequency (RF) waves is relatively low, especially when compared with the types of radiation 
that are known to increase cancer risk, such as gamma rays, x-rays, and ultraviolet (UV) light. The energy of RF waves 
given off by cell phone towers is not enough to break chemical bonds in DNA molecules, which is how these stronger 
forms of radiation may lead to cancer. 
 
A second issue has to do with wavelength. RF waves have long wavelengths, which can only be concentrated to about 
an inch or two in size. This makes it unlikely that the energy from RF waves could be concentrated enough to affect 
individual cells in the body. 
 
Third, even if RF waves were somehow able to affect cells in the body at higher doses, the level of RF waves present at 
ground level is very low – well below the recommended limits. Levels of energy from RF waves near cell phone towers 
are not significantly different from the background levels of RF radiation in urban areas from other sources, such as radio 
and television broadcast stations." 
 
Safety of our students and staff is our number one priority. We appreciate the input and concerns, but at this time we do 
not have research or information that a cell phone tower is directly correlated to health risks for our staff or children. 
 
Sincerely, 
Chandler Unified School District 


